A Sample Table with English Equivalents of Verb Forms
Note: The meanings given are rough equivalents. There is no one-to-one correspondence between Tamil and English. When the same
meaning is given for two forms, it does not mean that the Tamil forms can be used interchangeably.

£i2 Â. (£iUP, £izx) read
1. Indicative
I sg.

Past
£iz˜uﬂ
I read

I pl.
incl. (|ıÆ)
excl. (|ı[P“)
II sg.

£iz˜uıÆ
we read

II pl.

£izw∫P“
you read

III mas. sg.

£izuıﬂ
he read

III fem. sg.

£izuı“
she read

III hon. sg.

£izuı∫
he/she read

III hum. pl.

£izuı∫P“/
£izu⁄∫
they read
£izux
it read

III neu. sg.

III neu. pl.

£izuı¥
you read

£izu⁄
they read

Present
£iUQ˜”ﬂ/
£iUQﬂ˜”ﬂ
I read
£iUQ˜”ıÆ/
£iUQﬂ˜”ıÆ
we read
£iUQ”ı¥/
£iUQﬂ”ı¥
you read
£iUQ’∫P“/
£iUQﬂ’∫P“
you read
£iUQ”ıﬂ/
£iUQﬂ”ıﬂ
he reads
£iUQ”ı“/
£iUQﬂ”ı“
she reads
£iUQ”ı∫/
£iUQﬂ”ı∫
he/she reads
£iUQ”ı∫P“/
£iUQﬂ”ı∫P“
they read
£iUQ”x/
£iUQﬂ”x
it reads
£iUQﬂ”⁄
they read

Future
£i®˜£ﬂ
I will/shall read
£i®˜£ıÆ
we will/shall read
£i®£ı¥
you will read
£i®•∫P“
you will read
£i®£ıﬂ
he will read
£i®£ı“
she will read
£i®£ı∫
he/she will read
£i®£ı∫P“
they will read
£iUSÆ
it will read
£iUSÆ
they will read

Indicative Negative
I sg.
I pl.
II sg.
II pl.
III mas. sg.
III fem. sg.
III hon. sg.
III hum. pl.
III neu. sg.
III neu. pl.

Past/Present
£iUP¬¿¯ª
I did not read/ I do not read
£iUP¬¿¯ª
we did not read/ we do not read
£iUP¬¿¯ª
you did not read/ you do not read
£iUP¬¿¯ª
you did not read/ you do not read
£iUP¬¿¯ª
he did not read/ he does not read
£iUP¬¿¯ª
she did not read/ she does not read
£iUP¬¿¯ª
he/she did not read/ he/she does not read
£iUP¬¿¯ª
they did not read/ they do not read
£iUP¬¿¯ª
it did not read/ it does not read
£iUP¬¿¯ª
they did not read/ they do not read
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Future
£iUP ©ım˜hﬂ
I will/shall not read
£iUP ©ım˜hıÆ
we will/shall not read
£iUP ©ımhı¥
you will not read
£iUP ©ımj∫P“
you will not read
£iUP ©ımhıﬂ
he will not read
£iUP ©ımhı“
she will not read
£iUP ©ımhı∫
he/she will not read
£iUP ©ımhı∫P“
they will not read
£iUPıx
it will not read
£iUPıx
they will not read

2. Imperative
sg.
pl.
Negative sg.
Negative pl.

£i
read
£i≤[P“
read
£iUPı˜u
don’t read
£iUPıw∫P“
don’t read

3. Optative
(may you...)
4. Infinitive
£iUP
to read
5. Verbal participle

Negative
6. Relative participle
past
present
future
Negative

£izx
reading
£iUPı©¿
without reading
£izu
read
£iUQ”/£iUQﬂ”
reading
£iUSÆ
reading
£iUPıu
not reading/not read

7. Conditional

Negative
8. Causal
past
non-past
Negative

£izuı¿
if one reads
£iUPı¬mhı¿
if one does not read
£izuuı¿
because of reading
£i®£uı¿/£iUQ”uı¿
because of reading
£iUPıuuı¿
because of not reading

9. Temporal

Negative

£izu˜£ıx/£izuˆ£ı x
when reading
£iUSÆ˜£ıx/£iUSÆˆ£ı x
when reading
£iUQ”˜£ıx/£iUQ”ˆ£ı x
£iUQﬂ”˜£ıx/£iUQﬂ”ˆ£ı x
when reading
£i®£uÿS“/ £i®£uÿS“˜Õ
before reading
£izu §”S/§ﬂ/§ﬂ⁄ı¿
after reading
£izuƒhﬂ/ £izuƒh˜⁄
on reading
£iUSÆ ïﬂ¶/ïﬂ/ ïﬂ⁄ı¿
before reading
£iUPıu˜£ıx/£iUPıuˆ£ı x
when not reading
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10. Mood

Negative

£iUPªıÆ
may/might read
£iUPmkÆ
let one read
£iUP ˜¡skÆ
should read
£iUPU TkÆ
may/might read
£iUP ïi≤Æ
can/could read
£iUP ˜¡shıÆ
need not read
£iUPU Thıx
shall not/should not read
£iUP ïiØıx
cannot/ could not read
may/ might not read

11. Aspect
I sg.
I pl.
II sg.
II pl.
III mas. sg.
III fem. sg.
III hon. sg.
III hum. pl.
III neu. sg.
III neu. pl.
I sg.
I pl.
II sg.
II pl.
III mas. sg.
III fem. sg.
III hon. sg.
III hum. pl.
III neu. sg.
III neu. pl.

Past
£izx¬m˜hﬂ
I have read
£izx¬m˜hıÆ
we have read
£izx¬mhı¥
you have read
£izx¬mj∫P“
you have read
£izx¬mhıﬂ
he has read
£izx¬mhı“
she has read
£izx¬mhı∫
he/she has read
£izx¬mhı∫P“
they have read
£izx¬mhx
it has read
£izx¬mh⁄
they have read

Present
£izx¬kQ˜”ﬂ
I finish reading
£izx¬kQ˜”ıÆ
we finish reading
£izx¬kQ”ı¥
you finish reading
£izx¬kQ’∫P“
you finish reading
£izx¬kQ”ıﬂ
he finishes reading
£izx¬kQ”ı“
she finishes reading
£izx¬kQ”ı∫
he/she finishes reading
£izx¬kQ”ı∫P“
they finish reading
£izx¬kQ”x
it finishes reading
£izx¬kQﬂ”⁄
they finish reading

Future
£izx¬k˜¡ﬂ
I will have finished reading
£izx¬k˜¡ıÆ
we will have finished reading
£izx¬k¡ı¥
you will have finished reading
£izx¬k√∫P“
you will have finished reading
£izx¬k¡ıﬂ
he will have finished reading
£izx¬k¡ı“
she will have finished reading
£izx¬k¡ı∫
he/she will have finished reading
£izx¬k¡ı∫P“
they will have finished reading
£izx¬kÆ
it will have finished reading
£izx¬kÆ
they will have finished reading

£izxUˆPıs˜hﬂ
I read myself
£izxUˆPıs˜hıÆ
we read ourselves
£izxUˆPıshı¥
you read yourself
£izxUˆPısj∫P“
you read yourself
£izxUˆPıshıﬂ
he read himself
£izxUˆPıshı“
she read herself
£izxUˆPıshı∫
he/she reads himself/herself
£izxUˆPıshı∫P“
they read themselves
£izxUˆPıshx
it read itself
£izxUˆPısh⁄
they read themselves

£izxUˆPı“Q˜”ﬂ
I read myself
£izxUˆPı“Q˜”ıÆ
we read ourselves
£izxUˆPı“Q”ı¥
you read yourself
£izxUˆPı“Q’∫P“
you read yourself
£izxUˆPı“Q”ıﬂ
he reads himself
£izxUˆPı“Q”ı“
she reads herself
£izxUˆPı“Q”ı∫
he/she reads himself/herself
£izxUˆPı“Q”ı∫P“
they read themselves
£izxUˆPı“Q”x
it reads itself
£izxUˆPı“Qﬂ”⁄
they read themselves

£izxUˆPı“˜¡ﬂ
I will read myself
£izxUˆPı“˜¡ıÆ
we will read ourselves
£izxUˆPı“¡ı¥
you will read yourself
£izxUˆPı“√∫P“
you will read yourself
£izxUˆPı“¡ıﬂ
he will read himself
£izxUˆPı“¡ı“
she will read herself
£izxUˆPı“¡ı∫
he/she will read himself/herself
£izxUˆPı“¡ı∫P“
they will read themselves
£izxUˆPı“–Æ
it will read itself
£izxUˆPı“–Æ
they will read themselves
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Aspect (contd.)
I sg.

£izxUˆPısi∏¢˜uﬂ
I was reading
£izxUˆPısi∏¢˜uıÆ
we were reading
£izxUˆPısi∏¢uı¥
you were reading
£izxUˆPısi∏¢w∫P“
you were reading
£izxUˆPısi∏¢uıﬂ
he was reading
£izxUˆPısi∏¢uı“
she was reading
£izxUˆPısi∏¢uı∫
he/she was reading
£izxUˆPısi∏¢uı∫P“
they were reading
£izxUˆPısi∏¢ux
it was reading
£izxUˆPısi∏¢u⁄
they were reading

£izxUˆPısi∏UQ˜”ﬂ
I am reading
£izxUˆPısi∏UQ˜”ıÆ
we are reading
£izxUˆPısi∏UQ”ı¥
you are reading
£izxUˆPısi∏UQ’∫P“
you are reading
£izxUˆPısi∏UQ”ıﬂ
he is reading
£izxUˆPısi∏UQ”ı“
she is reading
£izxUˆPısi∏UQ”ı∫
he/she is reading
£izxUˆPısi∏UQ”ı∫P“
they are reading
£izxUˆPısi∏UQ”x
it is reading
£izxUˆPısi∏UQﬂ”⁄
they are reading

£izxUˆPısi∏®˜£ﬂ
I will be reading
£izxUˆPısi∏®˜£ıÆ
we will be reading
£izxUˆPısi∏®£ı¥
you will be reading
£izxUˆPısi∏®•∫P“
you will be reading
£izxUˆPısi∏®£ıﬂ
he will be reading
£izxUˆPısi∏®£ı“
she will be reading
£izxUˆPısi∏®£ı∫
he/she will be reading
£izxUˆPısi∏®£ı∫P“
they will be reading
£izxUˆPısi∏USÆ
it will be reading
£izxUˆPısi∏USÆ
they will be reading

I sg.

£izv∏¢˜uﬂ
I had read

£izv∏UQ˜”ﬂ
I have read

I pl.

£izv∏¢˜uıÆ
we had read

£izv∏UQ˜”ıÆ
we have read

II sg.

£izv∏¢uı¥
you had read

£izv∏UQ”ı¥
you have read

II pl.

£izv∏¢w∫P“
you had read

£izv∏UQ’∫P“
you have read

III mas. sg.

£izv∏¢uıﬂ
he had read

£izv∏UQ”ıﬂ
he has read

III fem. sg.

£izv∏¢uı“
she had read

£izv∏UQ”ı“
she has read

III hon. sg.

£izv∏¢uı∫
he/she had read

£izv∏UQ”ı∫
he/she has read

III hum. pl.

£izv∏¢uı∫P“
they had read

£izv∏UQ”ı∫P“
they have read

III neu. sg.

£izv∏¢ux
it had read

£izv∏UQ”x
it has read

III neu. pl.

£izv∏¢u⁄
they had read

£izv∏UQﬂ”⁄
they have read

£izv∏®˜£ﬂ
I will have read/
I would have read
£izv∏®˜£ıÆ
we will have read/
we would have read
£izv∏®£ı¥
you will have read/
you would have read
£izv∏®•∫P“
you will have read/
you would have read
£izv∏®£ıﬂ
he will have read/
he would have read
£izv∏®£ı“
she will have read/
she would have read
£izv∏®£ı∫
he/she will have read/
he/she would have read
£izv∏®£ı∫P“
they will have read/
they would have read
£izv∏USÆ
it will have read/
it would have read
£izv∏USÆ
they will have read/
they would have read

I pl.
II sg.
II pl.
III mas. sg.
III fem. sg.
III hon. sg.
III hum. pl.
III neu. sg.
III neu. pl.
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12. Participial Noun
Past

Present

Future

Negative

III mas. sg.

£izu¡ﬂ
he who read

£iUQ”¡ﬂ
he who reads

£i®£¡ﬂ
he who will read

III fem. sg.

£izu¡“
she who read

£iUQ”¡“
she who reads

£i®£¡“
she who will read

III hon. sg.

£izu¡∫
one who read

£iUQ”¡∫
one who reads

£i®£¡∫
one who did not read

III hum. pl.

£izu¡∫P“
those who read

£iUQ”¡∫P“
those who read

£i®£¡∫P“
those who will read

III neu. sg.

£izux
that which read

£iUQ”x
that which reads

£i®£x
that which will read

III neu. pl.

£izu¯¡
those which read

£iUQ”¯¡
those which read

£i®£¯¡
those which will read

£iUPıu¡ﬂ
he who does not read/
he who did not read
£iUPıu¡“
she who does not read/
she who did not read
£iUPıu¡∫
one who will read
one who does not read/
£iUPıu¡∫P“
those who do not read/
those who did not read
£iUPıux
that which does not read/
that which did not read
£iUPıu¯¡
those which do not read/
those which did not read

13. Verbal Noun

past
present
future
Negative

£izu¿
reading
£izux
that which was read
£iUQ”x
that which is read
£i®£x
that which is read
£iUPıux
that which is not read/
that which was not read
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